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We investigate the antiferromagnetic canting instability of the spin-1/2 kagome ferromagnet, as realized in
the layered cuprates Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2X (X=Br, Cl, and I). While the local canting can be explained in terms of
competing exchange interactions, the direction of the ferrimagnetic order parameter fluctuates strongly even at
short distances on account of frustration which gives rise to an infinite ground state degeneracy at the classical
level. In analogy with the kagome antiferromagnet, the accidental degeneracy is fully lifted only by non-linear
1/S corrections, rendering the selected uniform canted phase very fragile even for spins-1/2, as shown explicitly
by coupled-cluster calculations. To account for the observed ordering, we show that the minimal description of
these systems must include the microscopic Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interactions, which we obtain from density-
functional band-structure calculations. The model explains all qualitative properties of the kagome francisites,
including the detailed nature of the ground state and the anisotropic response under a magnetic field. The
predicted magnon excitation spectrum and quantitative features of the magnetization process call for further
experimental investigations of these compounds.

PACS numbers: 75.30.Et,75.50.Ee,75.10.Jm,71.20.Ps

I. INTRODUCTION

Competing antiferromagnetic (AFM) interactions can pre-
vent magnetic ordering down to very low temperatures and
may even stabilize unconventional forms of ordering, such as
the topological spin liquid phase originally envisaged by An-
derson1. One of the central models of highly frustrated mag-
netism that seems to realize this scenario in two spatial di-
mensions is the spin S=1/2 kagome antiferromagnet, which
continues to attract enormous attention both in theory2–7 and
experiment8–11.

While most of the interest in the kagome lattice is asso-
ciated with AFM interactions, here we show that frustration
can have a dramatic impact even when the dominant exchange
couplings are ferromagnetic (FM). This physics is realized in
a series of layered cuprates Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2X (X=Br, Cl and
I)12–15, where the kagome-like Cu2+ layers are almost fully
polarized on account of FM nearest-neighbor (NN) interac-
tions. A directional, next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) AFM ex-
change J2 gives rise to a local transverse AFM canting, but
the lattice topology prevents any long-range ordering at the
classical level, due to an infinite accidental ground state (GS)
degeneracy. What is even more surprising is that the degen-
eracy remains infinite even at the quadratic spin-wave level,
and is completely lifted only by non-linear 1/S corrections,
in analogy with what happens in the kagome AFM6,16–19. As
a result, the selected uniform canted phase is very fragile even
for the extreme quantum-mechanical limit of S = 1/2: The
order-by-disorder stabilization energy is less than 0.5% of the
dominant NN ferromagnetic exchange, as we show explicitly
by coupled-cluster calculations. Ideally then, these systems
would fluctuate over an infinite manifold of coplanar states
(see below) down to very low temperatures, well below the
experimental ordering temperatures TN ∼ 27 K12–15.

To resolve this puzzle, we show that the minimal micro-
scopic description of the kagome francisites must take into
account the microscopic Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) inter-

actions20,21. The latter are typically much weaker than the
isotropic Heisenberg interactions, but here they play an im-
portant role due to frustration: The DM couplings lift the GS
degeneracy and select the uniform canted phase already at the
classical level, while the stabilization energy (linear in the DM
couplings) can exceed significantly the corresponding energy
gain by 1/S corrections in the isotropic case.

The microscopic description presented below explains all
qualitative properties observed experimentally, including the
weak out-of-plane canting of the moments and the anisotropic
response in a magnetic field. We also provide analytical re-
sults for a number of key quantities of experimental inter-
est, and present the non-interacting spin-wave spectrum in the
presence of DM anisotropy which can be used, in conjunction
with future inelastic neutron scattering experiments, to extract
accurate estimates of the microscopic parameters. Our study
builds on extensive density-functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions, analytical and numerical classical minimizations, semi-
classical and coupled-cluster expansions, and exact diagonal-
izations (ED).

The three available kagome francisites (X=Br, Cl and I) are
isostructural12, and their main features are shown in Fig. 1.
These systems crystallize in the orthorhombic Pmmn space
group. The magnetic Cu2+ kagome layers are perpendic-
ular to the c-axis and comprise two symmetry-inequivalent
sites, denoted by Cu1 and Cu2. The former are inversion
centers and the latter feature two orthogonal mirror planes,
while there also exist glide plane symmetries involving non-
primitive translations along (a±b)/2, followed by a reflection
in the ab-plane.

The picture that emerges from a series of experiments12–15

shows almost identical magnetic properties for the X = Br
and Cl compounds. The long-range magnetic ordering sets
in around TN ' 27.4 K and 24 K for the bromide and the
chloride compound, respectively. Pregelj et al.13 have shown
that each kagome plane displays a large net moment directed
along c, but these moments are canceled macroscopically be-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Left panel: kagome-like layers in the crystal structure of francisite. Green and brown colors denote the crystallographic
positions Cu1 and Cu2, yellow triangles depict trigonal bipyramids SeO3, the Bi and Cl atoms are not shown. Middle panel: projection of the
spin lattice showing only the three leading in-plane couplings (J1, J ′1, and J2), with shaded triangles indicating the kagome units. The arrows
depict the relative sign of the dominant, a-component of the DM anisotropy on the J ′1-bonds. Right panel: stacking of the kagome layers and
leading interplane couplings J⊥1 and J⊥2. The crystal structures are visualized using the VESTA software22.

cause of the purely AFM interlayer coupling. In addition, sin-
gle crystal magnetization measurements13,15 point to a highly
anisotropic response in a magnetic field, while at least two
magnetic excitation modes have been observed at finite ener-
gies14,15.

The leading (isotropic) exchange couplings have been al-
ready discussed by Pregelj et al.13, and include two NN ferro-
magnetic couplings J1 and J ′1, and the frustrating AFM cou-
pling J2 along the b-axis, see Fig. 1 (b). The anisotropic DM
couplings are finite on all bonds but, according to our DFT
calculations, the DM vector on the J ′1 bonds is the most im-
portant ingredient and indeed, as shown below, it explains all
qualitative properties of the francisites.

The article is organized as follows. First, we present
our DFT band-structure calculations to extract the dominant
isotropic and anisotropic interactions (Sec. II). The theoretical
analysis of the resulting spin model is then treated in two sep-
arate sections which focus, respectively, on the isotropic part
of the model (III) and the influence of the DM anisotropy (IV).
The former is organized into three separate subsections, which
treat the GS manifold at the classical (III A) and the non-
interacting spin-wave level (III B), and the final non-linear
order-by-disorder process, as found by coupled-cluster cal-
culations (III C). Section (IV) is also organized in three sub-
sections, which focus on the nature of the GS (IV A), the
anisotropic response in a magnetic field (IV B), and the non-
interacting spin-wave spectrum (IV C). Our conclusions are
given in Sec. V, along with a qualitative comparison to re-
ported experiments. Technical details and derivations are rel-
egated in a series of Appendices.

II. MICROSCOPIC MAGNETIC MODEL FROM DFT
CALCULATIONS

A. DFT methodology

Isotropic and anisotropic magnetic couplings in fran-
cisites are obtained from density-functional (DFT) band-
structure calculations performed in the full-potential local-

orbital FPLO code23 and the projector-augmented-wave VASP
code24. In both codes, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof flavor
of the exchange-correlation potential corresponding to the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) has been used25.
Strong correlations in the Cu 3d shell were treated on the
mean-field level using the GGA+U approach with the on-site
Coulomb repulsion parameter Ud = 9.5 eV and Hund’s ex-
change Jd = 1 eV26–28.

For calculations, we used the crystallographic unit cell of
francisite with 30 atoms, and 60-atom supercells doubled
along either b or c directions. All calculations are done for the
experimental orthorhombic Pmmn crystal structures from
Ref. [12]. Although several authors reported possible devia-
tions from the Pmmn symmetry at low temperatures12,13, no
conclusive structural information is available in the literature.
We tried to relax the francisite structure in several orthorhom-
bic and monoclinic subgroups of Pmmn, but no appreciable
energy gain and no significant deviations from the Pmmn
symmetry have been found.

Our procedure for the evaluation of the magnetic couplings
is two-fold. On one hand, we analyze the GGA band struc-
ture without the GGA+U correction and quantify the disper-
sions of relevant d bands in terms of the tight-binding model.
The resulting electron hoppings ti are a measure of AFM ex-
change couplings calculated as JAFM

i =4t2i /Ueff, where Ueff is
an effective on-site Coulomb repulsion. On the other hand, we
evaluate exchange couplings Ji and magnetic anisotropy pa-
rameters Di and Γi using total energies of spin configurations
from GGA+U via the four-configuration method introduced
by Xiang et al29, and modified by our group to yield both DM
vectors and symmetric anisotropy tensors Γij

30. Altogether,
we obtain parameters of the following spin Hamiltonian:

H =
∑
i<j

Jij Si · Sj + Di,j · Si × Sj + Si · Γi,j · Sj , (1)

where Jij denote the isotropic Heisenberg exchange, Dij are
the DM vectors, and Γij are second-rank tensors that describe
the symmetric portion of the anisotropic exchange.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Left: GGA density of states (DOS) for Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2Br. The Fermi level is at zero energy. Right: GGA bands
near the Fermi level (thin light lines) and their tight-binding fit using Wannier functions (thick dark lines). The notation of the k-points is
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B. Isotropic exchange

The electronic structure of francisites is typical for Cu2+-
based magnetic insulators. The GGA energy spectrum is
metallic, because strong electronic correlations responsible
for opening the band gap are missing in standard GGA. With
GGA+U , we reproduce the insulating GS and obtain the en-
ergy gap of about Eg = 2.7 eV along with the magnetic mo-
ments of 0.88µB on the Cu atoms. Experimentally, the onset
of electronic excitations in francisite is at 1.1 eV according to
optical spectra.15 This discrepancy requires further investiga-
tion and may be due to impurity states facilitating electronic
excitations at energies well below Eg .

The GGA energy spectrum of Fig. 2 (left) shows Cu 3d
bands in the vicinity of the Fermi level. These bands fea-
ture a large contribution of O 2p and a very small contribution
of the halogen atoms, because these halogen atoms are only
weakly bonded to Cu. The local environment of Cu2+ is well
understood as a CuO4 plaquette with the Cu–O distances of
1.93 − 1.96 Å (Fig. 1). The halogen atoms X located above
and below this plaquette form much longer Cu–X distances
of 3.1 − 3.2 Å. The reduction to the CuO4 plaquette units
is further justified by the electronic structure, where distinct
crystal-field levels of Cu2+ are observed. The states at the
Fermi level are solely formed by the highest-lying Cu dx2−y2
orbital, assuming that the local x and y axes are directed along
the Cu–O bonds within the plaquette.

Six Cu atoms from two crystallographic positions in the
unit cell (4 atoms from Cu1 and 2 atoms from Cu2, see Fig. 1)
form six dx2−y2 bands, see Fig. 2 (right). Their tight-binding
analysis performed via the calculation of Wannier functions
with the dx2−y2 orbital character33 yields hopping parame-
ters ti listed in Table I. The resulting tight-binding model can
be now extended to an effective one-orbital Hubbard model
with the on-site Coulomb repulsion Ueff = 4.5 eV.31,32 In
the strongly localized limit (ti � Ueff) and for low-lying
excitations, this model is reduced to the Heisenberg model
with AFM exchanges JAFM

i = 4t2i /Ueff. This way, we find
relatively weak AFM contributions to the nearest-neighbor

couplings J1 and J ′1 and a more substantial AFM second-
neighbor coupling J2, in agreement with the preceding em-
pirical analysis in Ref. [13]. Another second-neighbor cou-
pling J ′2 and the third-neighbor coupling J3 do not exceed
10 K, whereas all other in-plane couplings are well below 1 K.
Regarding the interplane couplings, the largest interaction is
between the Cu2 atoms (Fig. 1, right).

Using GGA+U , we obtain accurate estimates of all rele-
vant exchange couplings in francisites. The FM couplings
J1 and J ′1 form a weakly distorted kagome lattice frustrated
by the second-neighbor AFM coupling J2. Remarkably,
these second-neighbor couplings are sparse and form only two
bonds per atom for two thirds of the Cu atoms, only (Fig. 1,
middle). Their Cu1–O. . .O–Cu1 superexchange pathways in-
volve the short O. . .O contact (dO...O = 2.62 Å) on the edge of
the Cu2O4 plaquette and remind of the next-nearest-neighbor
couplings in J1 − J2 Cu2+-based spin chains34. Other in-
plane couplings are much weaker, because they lack efficient
Cu–O. . .O–Cu pathways.

The FM nature of J1 and J ′1 conforms to the relatively low
Cu–O–Cu bridging angles of 110.6◦ and 113.8◦, respectively.
The Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules suggest that the
interaction should be ferromagnetic for bridging angles close
to 90◦. The FM–AFM crossover is expected for the bridg-
ing angles around 96− 98◦35, yet in francisite the twisted ge-
ometry of the CuO4 plaquettes may extend FM couplings to
much higher bridging angles, as seen in the kagome mineral
kapellasite36 and in other Cu2+-based quantum magnets.28

Remarkably, the isotropic couplings Ji are nearly the same
in the Cl and Br compounds. This similarity is rooted in their
very similar crystal structures12 and in the minor contribution
of halogen p-states to the Cu dx2−y2 bands at the Fermi level,
see Fig. 2 (left). The halogen atoms are located between the
Cu–O planes. Their weak bonding to Cu2+ implies minor
influence of halogen on structural details and, therefore, on the
magnetic couplings. In the following, we present calculated
magnetic anisotropy only for the Cl compound. These results
are directly applicable to the bromide compound as well.
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TABLE I. Magnetic interactions in Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2X: Cu–Cu distances d (in Å), hopping integrals ti (in meV), AFM contributions to the
exchange JAFM

i (in K) obtained from electron hoppings ti as JAFM
i =4t2i /Ueff with Ueff =4.5 eV,31,32 and exchange couplings Ji (in K) obtained

from GGA+U calculations with Ud =9.5 eV and Jd = 1 eV.

Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2Cl Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2Br

bond type dCu–Cu tij JAFM
ij Jij dCu–Cu tij JAFM

ij Jij

J1 3.177 −6 0.4 −76 3.195 −5 0.3 −75

J ′1 3.254 −33 11 −66 3.273 −30 9 −67

J2 4.818 −76 60 55 4.847 −68 48 49
J ′2 5.548 −33 11 2 5.579 −29 9 1
J3 5.771 −28 9 −3 5.805 −28 9 −3

J⊥1 6.414 −11 1 −0.4 6.464 −10 1 −0.3

J⊥2 7.233 18 3 2 7.287 16 3 1

C. Magnetic anisotropy

Experimental studies suggest that the magnetic suscepti-
bility and magnetization process of Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2X are
highly anisotropic.13 To explore the origin of this anisotropy,
we evaluate three different anisotropic terms in the spin
Hamiltonian for the chloride compound.

1. DM anisotropy

First, we analyze the DM couplings listed in Table II. Two
main symmetry elements of the francisite structure are inver-
sion centers at the Cu1 site and two orthogonal mirror planes
passing through the Cu2 site. The symmetry of Cu2 leads to
the following relations between the various components of the
DM vectors on the J ′1 bonds (see Fig. 1(b)):

D5,1 ≡ (d′a, d
′
b, d
′
c) , D5,2 = (d′a,−d′b,−d′c) , (2)

D5,3 = (−d′a,−d′b, d′c) , D6,4 = (−d′a, d′b,−d′c) . (3)

Additionally, the inversion symmetry at Cu1 sites yields
D5,3 = D6,3, D5,1 = D6−a−b,1, etc. For the weaker DM
couplings on the J1 and J2 bonds, symmetry necessitates that:

D1,2 = D1+a,2 ≡ (0, d1b, d1c) ,

D3,4 = D3,4−a = (0,−d1b, d1c) ,

D2,3 = D2+b,3 ≡ (d2a, 0, d2c) ,

D1,4−a = D1+b,4−a = (d2a, 0,−d2c) . (4)

The ab initio values of the above parameters can be extracted
from Table II (in K): d′a = 12.1, d′b = −4.7, d′c = −4.4,
d1b = 2.6, d1c = 2.2, d2a = 1.6 and d2c = 2.7. So, the
dominant DM vectors are the ones on the J ′1 bonds and in
particular the component d′a along the a-axis. The sign of this
component is depicted by arrows in Fig. 1 (b) and, as shown
in Eq. (2-3), alternates from one crossed plaquette to the next,
which is essential for the stabilization of the uniform canted
phase.

2. Symmetric portion of the exchange anisotropy

Next, we consider the symmetric portion of the exchange
anisotropy, described by the second-rank tensor Γij of Eq. (1).
For the three bonds specified in Table II (the tensors on all
remaining bonds follow by symmetry), we find:

Γ1,2 =

 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 1.6 1.4

0.0 1.4 1.1

 , Γ5,2 =

 1.4 0.9 0.6

0.9 0.0 0.5

0.6 0.5 0.0

 ,

Γ3,2 =

 0.3 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.2

 ,

consistent with all available symmetries (Note that the compo-
nent Γxz3,2 does not vanish by symmetry, but is found to be well
below 0.1 K). The resulting numerical values of the symmet-
ric anisotropy tensors Γij are too small to play any appreciable
role in the magnetism of the kagome francisites.

3. g-tensor anisotropy

For completeness, let us also discuss the anisotropy of the
electronic g-tensors, which stems from the relativistic spin-
orbit coupling. In the absence of this coupling, the orbital an-
gular momentum is completely quenched when the crystalline
electric field is of sufficiently low symmetry37. The spin-orbit

TABLE II. DM couplings Di,j (in K) and relevant atomic positions
ri, rj given in crystallographic coordinates for Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2Cl.
The fractional component for the position of Cu2 (atom 5) is z =
0.20812.

bond ri rj Dij |Di,j |/|Jij |
J1 r1 =(0, 0, 0) r2 =( 1

2
, 0, 0) (0, 2.6, 2.2) 0.045

J ′1 r5 =( 1
4
, 1
4
, z) r2 =( 1

2
, 0, 0) (12.1, 4.7, 4.4) 0.208

J2 r2 =( 1
2
, 0, 0) r3 =( 1

2
, 1
2
, 0) (1.6, 0, 2.7) 0.057
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coupling restores a weak orbital moment by admixing a fi-
nite amplitude of excited orbital states into the single-ion GS,
leading to an anisotropic correction δg to the spectroscopic
g-tensor. We can capture this correction in a fully relativistic
framework by calculating the matrix L=(La,Lb,Lc), formed
by the orbital moments Lv generated by fixed spin moments
of length 1/2 along v = a, b, and c, respectively. With the
total angular momentum given by J = L+ 2S, we may re-
place the Zeeman energy in a magnetic field −µBJ ·H with
−µBS · g ·H, where gαβ=2δαβ+(δg)αβ , and δg=2 L.

By symmetry, the matrices L take the following form in the
{a,b, c} reference frame for the Cu1 site 1 and the two Cu2
sites (see Fig. 1):

L5 =L6 =

b1 0 0

0 b2 0

0 0 b3

, L1 =

a11 a12 a13

a12 a22 a23

a13 a23 a33

 .

The remaining Cu1 matrices, L2, L3, and L4, can be obtained
from L1 by replacing, respectively, (a12, a13)→−(a12, a13),
(a13, a23)→−(a13, a23), and (a12, a23)→−(a12, a23). We
find: a11 = 0.099, a12 =−0.055, a13 = 0.028, a22 = 0.141,
a23 = −0.038, a33 = 0.100, and b1 = 0.198, b2 = 0.066,
b3 = 0.066. For Cu2, the orbital correction is diagonal, as
expected by the mm2 (C2v) symmetry of the Cu2 crystallo-
graphic position. Furthermore, the largest correction is along
a, i.e., perpendicular to the respective CuO4 plaquette, sim-
ilar to other Cu2+ oxides.31 For Cu1, the eigenvalues of the
L matrices are 0.200, 0.078, and 0.062, and the eigenvector
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is again vertical to the
corresponding CuO4 plaquette. So the orbital correction to
the g-tensor of the Cu1 sites closely resembles that of Cu2.

As we show below, the spins S1 and S2 are almost entirely
parallel to each other and the same is true for the spins S3

and S4. This means that, for most purposes, we can replace
L1 and L2 with Lav

1,2 = (L1 +L2)/2, and L3 and L4 with
Lav

3,4 =(L3+L4)/2:

Lav
1,2 =

a11 0 0

0 a22 a23

0 a23 a33

,Lav
3,4 =

a11 0 0

0 a22 −a23

0 −a23 a33

 . (5)

Effectively then, the a-axis is one of the principal axes for Cu1
sites too, while the remaining principal axes of Lav

1,2 and Lav
3,4

are rotated with respect to each other (by ∼ 61◦) due to the
different signs in front of a23. This off-diagonal element cou-
ples an external magnetic field along the b-axis to the AFM
component (S1−S3)c, or a field along the c-axis to (S1−S3)b.
The latter component is particularly large in the zero-field GS
due to the J2 coupling, and so this weak coupling may give
rise to observable field-induced effects.

III. ISOTROPIC SPIN HAMILTONIANHiso

To capture the physics of the full Hamiltonian, it is natural
to begin by treating the dominant energy scale first, i.e. the
Heisenberg interactions described by Hiso. As it turns out,

the isotropic limit is actually very rich since it highlights a
number of signatures of highly frustrated magnetism, which
is surprising in the light of the dominant FM couplings in the
model. Most notably, the isotropic model has a highly de-
generate classical GS manifold with a non-trivial continuous
structure, that includes both coplanar and non-coplanar states
(Sec. III A). Moreover, in analogy with the kagome AFM,
the degeneracy among the coplanar states survives quantum
fluctuations at the harmonic spin-wave level, showing that the
eventual order-by-disorder proceeds by non-linear 1/S quan-
tum corrections (Sec. III B). The upshot of this analysis is that
the uniform canted phase, which is selected by the non-linear
order-by-disorder process, is very fragile even for spins-1/2,
as shown explicitly by detailed coupled-cluster (CCM) calcu-
lations (Sec. III C).

A. Classical GS manifold

In the absence of magnetic anisotropy, the model has higher
translational symmetry than the crystalline symmetry. The
unit cell (shaded cell B in Fig. 3) comprises three sites and
the primitive translations are t1 =a and t2 = (a + b)/2. The
system can be seen as a network of corner-sharing crossed pla-
quettes, like the one shown in Fig. 3 (b). The classical mini-
mum of this five-site plaquette is the coplanar state

S1 = S2 = S (cos θe1−sin θe2) ,

S1′ = S2′ = S (cos θe1+sin θe2) ,

S3 = Se1,

where S = 1
2 is the spin length, e1 is the direction of the total

magnetization, e2 ⊥ e1, and the canting angle θ is given by

θ =

{
arccos(

−J′
1

2J2
), if− J ′1<2J2

0, otherwise .
(6)

A number of remarks are in place here. First, the canting angle
depends only on the FM coupling J ′1 and not on J1, because
J2 does not frustrate J1. Second, the canting does not set in
for an infinitesimal J2, i.e. there is a critical value Jc2 = |J ′1|/2
above which the fully polarized state becomes unstable, see
Fig. 3 (e). Finally, the spin plane {e1, e2} is arbitrary due to
the global SO(3) symmetry of Hiso. In particular, we may
rotate the spins S3 and S1′,2′ around the direction of S1,2 by
any angle φ at no energy cost.

Having established the GS of a single crossed plaquette, we
now proceed to ‘tile’ this solution onto the infinite lattice. To
this end, we follow the convention associated with the unit cell
B, and label the spin sites by (L, α), where L=na+mt2, α=
1-3, and assume open boundary conditions along the b-axis.
It turns out that there is an infinite number of GSs, with two of
them depicted in Fig. 3 (c-d) in a 1D representation (as there
is no modulation along the a-axis by virtue of J1). To see
the origin of the infinite degeneracy and the structure of the
GS manifold, we pick a reference GS (e.g. the canted state of
Fig. 3 (d)) and consider the direction n0 =Sna,1−2 of the spins
along the line m = 0. Rotating all spins with m> 0 by any
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angle θ on J2/|J ′1| for three different values of d′a, and for all other DM components disregarded. The shaded bar indicates the experimentally
observed regime13.

angle φ0 around n0 does not change the relative canting angle
θ in any crossed plaquette of the lattice and so it has no energy
cost. Similarly, we may rotate all spins with m > r around
the direction nr = Sna+rt2,1−2 of the spins along the line
m = r by any angle φr. Altogether, for any given reference
state there is a sub-extensive set of continuous SO(2) rotations
defined by {nr, φr}, each one involving only the spins on the
right side of the line m = r. Obviously, any new GS can be
used again as a reference state, generating new GSs and so
on, leading to an immensely degenerate GS manifold with a
non-trivial structure.

A number of remarks are in order here. First, the GS man-
ifold includes both coplanar and non-coplanar states, and the
total magnetization can even vanish for many of the GSs. The
coplanar states can be written explicitly as

SL=na+mt2,α = S (cosφα,me1 + sinφα,me2) , (7)

where φ1,m = φ2,m = φ0 +2θ
∑m−1
j=0 qj , φ3,m = φ1,m+qmθ,

φ0 is arbitrary and qj =±1. The spiral and the canted states
shown in Fig. 3 (c-d) correspond to the choices qj = 1 and
qj=(−1)j , respectively.

Second, the above rotation operations that generate new
GSs involve only a fraction of the lattice sites and so they give
a new example of so-called ‘sliding symmetries’38, that are in-
termediate between global and local. Such gauge-like symme-
tries appear in several models of strong spin-orbit compounds,
where the spin-orbit coupling gives rise to a directional de-
pendence of the effective, Ising-like anisotropic exchange39.
Here, these symmetries pertain to the ground state manifold
only and the spatial directionality stems from the fact that the
J2 couplings run only along the b-axis, and by the corner-
sharing plaquette structure of the lattice.

Third, in contrast to the global SO(3) degeneracy, the above
degeneracy is accidental, i.e. it is not related to any symme-
try of the Hamiltonian. This means that the degeneracy can
be lifted by thermal or quantum fluctuations via the order-by-
disorder effect40,41, which is discussed in the following.

B. Harmonic fluctuations

The existence of an infinite number of coplanar and non-
coplanar GSs in the isotropic kagome francisites is strongly
reminiscent of what happens in the kagome antiferromag-
net16–19. There, the non-interacting spin-wave spectrum is the
same for all coplanar states, and furthermore there is an en-
tire branch of zero-energy modes, which originate from the
presence of an extensive number of soft spin rotations around
isolated hexagons16. As a result, coplanar states are selected
at the quadratic level, while non-linear 1/S corrections even-
tually select the so-called

√
3 ×
√

3 ordered state6,19. (In the
extreme quantum limit the so-called q = 0 state might be fa-
vorable, see Ref. 6.)

To find out what happens in the present case we perform
a semi-classical expansion around the coplanar GSs. The de-
tails of this expansion are provided in App. E, and the most
relevant results for the present discussion are the following
(the remaining aspects of the spectrum will be discussed in
Sec. IV C below). First, the non-interacting spin-wave spec-
trum is again the same for all coplanar states, similar to the
kagome antiferromagnet. Second, coplanar states have a line
of zero-energy modes along the b-axis in momentum space,
see Fig. 4 (a-b). This structure reveals the existence of a sub-
extensive number of soft classical modes that are localized
along the b-axis. It turns out that these modes correspond to
tilting three consecutive lines of spins out of the common spin
plane: the α = 3 spins at m= r by an angle ξ3, the α= 1-2
spins at m= r+1 by an angle ξ1 = 2ξ3 cos θ, and the α = 3
spins at m=r+1, again by an angle ξ3. The classical energy
cost associated with these modes scales with ξ4

3 instead of ξ2
3 ,

which is why they appear as zero-modes in the quadratic spec-
trum.

Despite the fact that there is only a sub-extensive number
of soft modes, their presence is strongly suggestive that the
coplanar states are most likely selected by quadratic spin-
wave corrections. The lifting of the remaining degeneracy
among the coplanar states and the eventual selection of the
canted phase must thereby proceed via the nonlinear correc-
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FIG. 4. (a-b) Linear spin-wave spectra around any coplanar GS of the isotropic model for J1 =J ′1 and J2 =0.73|J ′1|, represented in the BZ (a)
of the isotropic model, and (b) of the crystal (The six spin-wave branches in (b) can be folded back into the three branches of (a)). The spectra
in (c) include the effect of a finite DM component d′a = 0.15|J ′1|, and will be discussed in Sec. IV C. (d) First BZ’s ofHiso andH.

tions to the theory. In the next section, we shall probe this
question by the coupled-cluster expansion method.

C. Beyond harmonic level: Coupled-cluster calculations

1. Key elements of the CCM method

The coupled-cluster method (CCM) is a universal many-
body approach42 that has been successfully applied to calcu-
late GS properties of frustrated quantum magnets, (see, e.g.,
Refs. 6, 43–49). In particular, the CCM can be used to treat
non-collinear magnetic ordering such as incommensurate spi-
ral45,47 as well as commensurate canted phases6,43,48. We will
not present details of the CCM methodology here (we refer
the interested reader to the references given above), but we
shall briefly discuss the key elements of the method. These
are the reference (or model) classical state |Φ〉 and a com-
plete set of mutually commuting many-body creation opera-
tors {C+

I }. For convenience, we perform an appropriate ro-
tation of the local axis of the spins such that in the rotated
coordinate frame the reference state is a product of spin down
states |Φ〉= | ↓〉| ↓〉| ↓〉 . . . The creation operators are then the
multispin creation operators C+

I = s+
i , s

+
i s

+
j , s

+
i s

+
j s

+
k , · · · ,

where the indices i, j, k, . . . denote arbitrary lattice sites. The
CCM parametrizations of the ket- and bra- GSs read:

|Ψ〉 = eS |Φ〉, S =
∑
I 6=0

SIC+
I ;

〈Ψ̃| = 〈Φ|S̃e−S , S̃ = 1 +
∑
I 6=0

S̃IC−I , (8)

where C−I =(C+
I )+ and C+

0 ≡1. Using 〈Φ|C+
I =0=C−I |Φ〉,

∀I 6= 0, the orthonormality condition 〈Φ|C−I C
+
J |Φ〉 = δIJ ,

and the completeness relation

1 =
∑
I

C+
I |Φ〉〈Φ|C

−
I = |Φ〉〈Φ|+

∑
I 6=0

C+
I |Φ〉〈Φ|C

−
I ,

leads to a set of non-linear and linear equations for the corre-
lation coefficients SI and S̃I , respectively.

The GS energy is calculated by E0 = 〈Φ|e−SHeS |Φ〉,
while the expectation values of a physical quantity A (e.g.
sublattice magnetizations) is given by 〈A〉= 〈Ψ̃|Â|Ψ〉, where

the Hermitean operator Â is expressed in the rotated coordi-
nate frame. In the CCM, the only approximation is the trunca-
tion of the expansion of the correlation operators S and S̃. We
use the well established LSUBm scheme, where all multispin
correlations on the lattice withm or fewer contiguous sites are
taken into account (here, the pairs of sites connected by either
J1, J ′1, or J2 bonds are all treated as being contiguous sites).
The number of these configurations is increasing very rapidly
withm, and, therefore, we consider here LSUB2, LSUB4, and
LSUB6 approximations, only.

The CCM results can be improved by extrapolating the
“raw” LSUBm data to m→∞. There is ample empirical ex-
perience regarding the extrapolation of the GS energy E0 and
the sublattice magnetizations Mγ , γ=Cu1, Cu2. Appropriate
extrapolations rules are

E0(m) = a0 + a1(1/m)2 + a2(1/m)4,

Mγ(m) = b0 + b1(1/m)1 + b2(1/m)2.

Although, the extrapolation improves the results, it is worth
mentioning that particularly the results for Mγ obtained by
the extrapolation with only LSUB2, LSUB4, and LSUB6 data
certainly have a limited accuracy.

2. Application to isotropic kagome francisites

To study the non-linear order-by-disorder process men-
tioned in Sec. III B, we apply the CCM method to the two
main candidate coplanar reference states: (i) the incommen-
surate spiral state (Fig. 3 c) with the largest magnetic unit
cell, and (ii) the commensurate canted state (Fig. 3 d) with the
smallest magnetic unit cell. Although these states are funda-
mentally different with respect e.g. to their net total magnetic
moment M , they have identical GS energies at the harmonic
level of spin-wave theory. The CCM expansion can effec-
tively capture the non-linear quantum corrections and thus re-
veal the GS order-by-disorder process, cf. also the discussion
in Ref. [6].

The reference states are characterized by a canting angle
θ. As quantum fluctuations may lead to a “quantum” canting
angle that is different from the classical value, we consider
the canting angle in the reference state as a free parameter.
We then determine the quantum canting angle by minimizing
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FIG. 5. Key quantities of interest for the isotropic spin-1/2 Heisenberg model at J1 =J ′1, as a function of the frustration parameter J2/|J ′1|.
(a) Difference of the GS energies ∆E =Ecanted

0 −Espiral
0 between the canted and the spiral states, as calculated within the CCM LSUBm

approximation with m = 4 and 6. (b) GS energy E0 per site calculated by linear spin-wave theory, exact diagonalizations on a periodic
36-site cluster, and CCM (extrapolated value, see main text). The classical energy is also shown for comparison. Inset: Classical and quantum
canting angle θ. (c) Net GS magnetic moment per site M (in units of gµB = 1), as calculated by exact digonalizations on the 36-site cluster,
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magnetizations MCu1 and MCu2 from CCM (extapolated values). In the classical limit Mcl

Cu1 =Mcl
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2
.

ELSUBm
0 (θ) with respect to θ for each m. For simplicity, we

shall take J1 =J ′1, which does not affect the properties of the
model qualitatively.

We first discuss the order-by-disorder process. As shown
in Fig. 5 (a), the commensurate canted state has lower energy
than the spiral state on the quantum S= 1

2 level, and thus non-
linear quantum fluctuations select the uniform canted state,
which is the state observed experimentally. However, accord-
ing to Fig. 5 (a), the stabilization energy per site appears to be
smaller than 0.5% of J ′1, which shows that the canted phase
is very fragile even for spins-1/2. Practically, this means that
at finite temperatures the ferrimagnetic order parameter fluc-
tuates very strongly even at short distances, and the system
may not attain a long-range magnetic order down to very low
temperatures.

Next, we discuss the properties of the canted phase as a
function of J2. Figure 5 (b) shows the GS energy and the
canting angle for the quantum and classical models. The
highest energy indicates the strongest competition between J2

and J ′1. This maximum is at J2/|J1| ' 0.7 for the classical
model and at J2/|J1| ' 0.6 in the quantum case, where the
CCM and ED results perfectly match. In the canted phase
(i.e. for J2 > 0.5|J1|), the GS energy from LSWT is signifi-
cantly higher than that obtained by CCM and ED, indicating
that for the extreme quantum limit S = 1

2 higher-order than
harmonic terms become relevant. The canting angle for the
quantum model is always larger than the classical value (note
that within the LSWT the classical canting angle is retained).

Figure 5(c) shows the total ferrimagnetic net magnetic mo-
ment M (main panel) as well as the sublattice magnetizations
MCu1 andMCu2 (inset) as a function of the frustration param-
eter J2. There is a monotonous decrease in both the sublattice
and total magnetizations with increasing J2. However, the
sublattice magnetizations remain quite large for the parameter
range considered here. At J2/|J1| ' 0.7 relevant to the fran-
cisites (Table I), we expect MCu1 ' 0.86µB and MCu2 '

0.97µB assuming the powder-averaged ḡ = 2.1512. These
values are in decent agreement with the neutron-scattering re-
sults: MCu1 ' 0.92µB and MCu2 ' 0.90µB .13 The canting
angle θ ' 60◦ is also in reasonable agreement with the ex-
periment (θ = 51.6◦ for Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2Br13). However,
its value will be further refined in Sec. IV, where anisotropic
terms in the spin Hamiltonian are considered.

IV. INCLUDING THE DM ANISOTROPYHDM

Having established the magnetism of the isotropic ex-
change model, we now turn to the impact of the DM
anisotropy on the GS structure (Sec. IV A), the response un-
der a magnetic field (Sec. IV B), and the excitation spectrum
(Sec. IV C), which are all of direct experimental relevance.
Although the DM vectors on the J1 and J2 bonds are very
weak in the existent francisites, we shall include them in the
discussion in order to draw the most general conclusions.
Wherever possible, we provide analytical expressions for a
number of experimental quantities, but refrain from explicit
comparisons to the experiment until Sec. V.

A. Zero-field ground state

The impact of the DM anisotropy on the zero-field GS can
be discussed in two main steps (Secs. IV A 1 and IV A 2), fo-
cusing respectively on the in-plane and the out-of-plane cant-
ing of the spin structure.

1. In-plane canting

The DM components along the a-axis force the spins to lie
on the b-c plane but the specific direction of the spins within
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this plane is still not fixed due to the remaining SO(2) rotation
symmetry around the a-axis. This symmetry will be broken
explicitly by the remaining components of the DM vectors.

As we show below, d′a and d2a stabilize the uniform copla-
nar canted state of Fig. 3 (d). However, there are two main
qualitative differences compared to the isotropic case. First,
d′a and d2a relieve the frustration and select the canted state al-
ready at the classical level. Consequently, the stabilization en-
ergy is proportional to d′a and d2a, which can be much larger
than the corresponding energy gain from the anharmonic
order-by-disorder mechanism of the frustrated, isotropic limit,
see Fig. 5 (a). So, despite the fact that the DM interactions
are much weaker than the exchange couplings, the frustration
can render the DM anisotropy as the main mechanism for the
formation of the canted state. The second difference is that
the canting takes place even for infinitesimal d′a and d2a, in
contrast to the isotropic limit where the FM state becomes un-
stable only for J2≥Jc2 , see Fig. 3 (e).

The axes e1 and e2 of Eq. (6) are now in the b-c plane,
e1 =cosφb+sinφ c, e2 =− sinφb+cosφ c, and the classical
canted phase reads

S1,2 =S [cos(φ−θ)b + sin(φ−θ)c] ,

S3,4 =S [cos(θ+φ)b + sin(θ+φ)c] , (9)
S5,6 =S (cosφ b + sinφ c) ,

while the total energy E is given by

E
4NucS2

=J1+J2 cos(2θ)+2J ′1 cos θ−2d′a sin θ+d2a sin(2θ) ,

(10)
whereNuc=N/6 is the number of unit cells in the anisotropic
model. Note that E does not depend on φ due to the SO(2)
symmetry mentioned above. Minimizing with respect to θ
gives

J2 sin(2θ) + J ′1 sin θ + d′a cos θ − d2a cos(2θ) = 0, (11)

which reduces to Eq. (6) for d′a=d2a= 0. Figure 3 (e) shows
the J2 dependence of the classical canting angle θ with and
without d′a (for d2a = 0). As mentioned above, the canting
sets in as soon as we switch on an infinitesimal d′a.

2. Out-of-plane canting

Including the remaining DM components along the b and c
axes, we expect two things to happen. First, the above SO(2)
rotation symmetry around the a-axis is now absent and so the
main, FM component of the spins will now point to a specific
direction in the b-c plane. Second, the spins will slightly tilt
away from the b-c plane. We have investigated the detailed
form of this out-of-plane canting by numerical minimizations
for the classical model on finite clusters. Disregarding for the
moment the much weaker DM components on the J1 and J2

bonds, we find two main qualitative features: (i) the out-of-
plane canting involves again only the Cu1 spins and is much
smaller than the in-plane canting, and (ii) all five spins in the
unit cell point to different directions (unless one of d′b or d′c

equals to zero, see below), i.e. the magnetic structure of a
single kagome layer has five sublattices, compared to three in
the d′b,c=0 case.

The simplest way to understand the above out-of-plane
canting structure is to take the coplanar state of the d′b,c = 0

limit and evaluate the contributions to the local fields Bα(d′b,c)

exerted by d′b and d′c. We find:

B1(d′b,c)=−B2(d′b,c)=2S [−d′b sinφ+d′c cosφ] a,

B3(d′b,c)=−B4(d′b,c)=2S [d′b sinφ+d′c cosφ] a, (12)

B5(d′b,c)=B6(d′b,c)=0 .

These expressions deliver a number of clear insights: (i) the
Cu2 spins (5 and 6) remain on the b-c plane; (ii) spins 1 and
2 tilt away from the b-c plane but in opposite directions; (iii)
spins 3 and 4 also tilt in opposite directions; (iv) the relative
amount of tilting between 1-2 and 3-4 as well as the global
angle φ of the total moment within the b-c plane are fixed
by the competition between d′b and d′c. The resulting five-
sublattice magnetic structure can be described by

S1,2/S=cos γ1 [cos(φ−θ)b+sin(φ−θ)c]±sin γ1a,

S3,4/S=cos γ3 [cos(θ+φ)b+sin(θ+φ)c]±sin γ3a, (13)
S5,6/S=cosφ b+sinφ c ,

where the out-of-plane canting angles γ1 and γ3, together with
θ and φ, can be determined by minimizing the total energy, see
App. A. For the special case of d′c=0 (respectively d′b=0) we
find γ1 =−γ3 (resp. γ1 =γ3), and φ=90◦ (resp. φ=0◦), i.e.,
the total moment points along the c (resp. b) axis.

The existent francisites have φ = π/2, which means that
d′c � d′b (see below). In this case, we may also show that
the much weaker DM components on the J1 and J2 bonds
favor the same out-of-plane canting structure, since their con-
tributions to the local fields also obey (12). The out-of-plane
canting angles can be found analytically (see App. A):

γ1 = −γ3 =
d′b − d1b cos θ

2J1 + J ′1 sec θ + d2a tan θ
. (14)

Note that, unlike the in-plane canting case, there is now an
explicit dependence on the FM coupling J1, because the out-
of-plane canting comes with a finite exchange energy cost on
each J1 bond.

Finally, it is worth summarizing the symmetry properties
of the above zero-field GS. Clearly, this state does not break
the translational symmetry in the ab-plane, but there is a dou-
bling of the unit cell along the c-axis on account of the AFM
interlayer coupling J⊥,2 (see below). Furthermore, the GS
breaks the two orthogonal reflection planes going through the
Cu2 sites, but preserves the inversion symmetry around the
Cu1 sites, as well as the glide plane operations that involve
the non-primitive translations along the two diagonals of the
lattice, (a±b)/2, followed by a reflection in the ab-plane. As
we discuss in Sec. IV C below, the latter symmetry gives rise
to a two-fold degeneracy for all spin-wave modes along two
special lines in momentum space.
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FIG. 6. Anisotropic response of the kagome francisites under a magnetic field H. Local moments (a-c) and total magnetization per site (d) for
three different directions of H (in units of µB , for g= 2). The results are obtained by numerical minimizations of the total energy of a finite
2D layer with 8x8x6 sites and periodic boundary conditions. The microscopic parameters used are (in K): J1 = −75, J ′1 = −67, J2 = 49,
d′a = 12.1, d′b = −4.7, d′c = 0, and we have disregarded the much weaker DM terms from the J1 and J2 bonds. Notation: ‘(1,4)a’ stands for
the local moments of sites 1 and 4 of Fig. 1 along the a axis, etc.

B. Ground state evolution in a magnetic field

The DM anisotropy has direct consequences in the response
of the system under a magnetic field H. The qualitative as-
pects of this response are shown in Fig. 6, which shows data
from finite-size numerical minimizations of our spin model
in the classical limit. The results are all in agreement with
the anisotropic response reported for the bromide and chlo-
ride compounds13,15. Let us discuss the main features in some
detail.

1. Magnetization process for H‖a

A magnetic field along the a-axis turns the spins out of the
b-c plane, and thus acts against the DM components d′a and
d2a. In contrast to the H ‖ c case (see below), there is no
metamagnetic transition since the rotation of the spins out of
the b-c plane can take place continuously in each layer. We
can describe the field-induced out-of-plane canting by a slight
modification of Eq. (9) for φ=π/2:

S1,2 =S [cosβ1 (sin θHb + cos θHc) + sinβ1a] ,

S3,4 =S [cosβ1 (− sin θHb + cos θHc) + sinβ1a] , (15)
S5,6 =S [cosβ5c + sinβ5a] ,

where β1,5 are the field induced out-of-plane canting angles,
and we have used the symbol θH for the field dependent in-
plane canting angle between neighboring Cu1 and Cu2 sites.
Here we are assuming that the field is such that the out-of-
plane canting driven by d′b and d1b alone is infinitesimal com-
pared to that driven by the field itself, and so we disregard
d′b and d1b. This condition is satisfied already for very small
fields, see Fig. 6(a).

The angles β1,5 and θH can be found analytically at small
fields by minimizing the total energy. To leading order in the
field, the angle θH remains unaffected by the field, i.e., it is
given by (11), while β1 and β5 grow linearly with the field,
and the same holds for the total magnetization along the field,
see App. C and Fig. 6 (d). The corresponding slope κa of the
magnetization per site at small fields is given by

κa=
(gµB)2

12

J ′1(1 + 2 cos θ)2 csc θ+d2a − 4d′a cos θ

d′a(J ′1 + d2a sin θ)− J ′1d2a cos θ
. (16)

Note that κa diverges for d′a, d2a → 0, which is physically
expected since, in the absence of the DM anisotropy, an in-
finitesimal field along H ‖ a will immediately rotate the total
moment along a.

In the bromide compound13, the magnetization follows an
almost linear behavior up to 8 T, with a much smaller slope
than the one shown from the low-field response along b. This
is a clear confirmation that d′a is much larger than d′b, in agree-
ment with our ab initio results (Table II).

2. Magnetization process for H‖b

A magnetic field along the b-axis acts against the DM com-
ponents d′b and d1b, since it globally rotates the total moments
from c to b and, at the same time, diminishes the out-of-plane
canting angles γ1 and γ3, see Fig. 6 (b). As for the case of
H‖a, there is again no metamagnetic transition since the ro-
tation of the moments from c to b can take place continuously,
with opposite sense of rotation in subsequent layers. The ro-
tation will be completed at a characteristic field strength Hb,1

which is set by the weak DM components d′b and d1b. Above
Hb,1, φ = 0, γ1,3 = 0, and the behavior of the total moment
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becomes identical to the corresponding response along the c
axis, see Fig. 6 (d).

The value of Hb,1 contains information for the strength of
the DM components d′b and d1b. To see this we note that the
GS configuration adjusts adiabatically under an infinitesimal
change of the field, and the internal energy change is given
by the external work done by the field, dE =

∑
i
∂E
∂Si
·dSi =

H·dM, where we have used the minimum energy conditions
∂
∂Sj

(E−M·H) = 0, and M =−gµB
∑
i Si is the total mag-

netization. The total internal energy change from the state at
H=0 to the state at H=Hb,1 is then given by

∆Eb = E(Hb,1)− E(0) =

∫
H · dM ≡Wb . (17)

Experimentally, Hb,1'7 T for the bromide compound13, and
the external work can be found by integrating the measuredH
vs. M curves, see e.g. Fig. 2 (b, inset) of Ref. [13]. On the
other hand, the internal energy change can be found from our
spin model, by making the approximation (based on d′b, d1b�
J2) that the field does not affect the canting angle θ up toHb,1.
We find ∆Eb/N= 4

3S
2 (−d′b+d1b cos θ) γ1(H=0), which, in

conjunction with (17) and (14) gives

Wb

N
=

4S2

3

(−d′b + d1b cos θ)2

−2J1 + 2J2 + d′a csc θ − d2a cot θ
. (18)

As expected, the external work vanishes for d′b = d1b = 0.

3. Magnetization process for H‖c

Here, a magnetic field H‖c acts against the AFM coupling
J2 (i.e., it reduces the canting angle θ) but also against the
interlayer AFM coupling J⊥2. Because of the latter, there is
a first-order, metamagnetic transition at a characteristic field
Hc,1, which corresponds to the Zeeman energy required to
turn the total moments in every second ab-layer against J⊥2.
At Hc,1, the total moments point along +c in all layers, i.e.,
we enter a ferrimagnetic configuration with five sublattices in
total. Experimentally, Hc,1 ' 0.8 T for both X=Br and Cl
compounds13,15.

Figure 6 (c) shows the calculated response for a single layer,
which should describe the behavior of the system above Hc,1.
The response is described by the ansatz of Eq. (13), with
φ = π/2, but now the angle θ depends on the field strength.
Eventually this angle will vanish when we reach the fully po-
larized state, at a characteristic field which is set by J2. A
straightforward minimization of the classical energy shows
that the magnetization increases linearly with the field above
Hc,1, see Fig. 6 (c, d) and App. B. The corresponding slope
κc of the magnetization per site is given by

κc =
(gµB)2/3

2J2 + [d′a − d2a cos θ(1 + 2 sin2 θ)]/ sin3 θ
, (19)

where all couplings are in units of energy. Note that in the
limit d′a, d2a → 0, the slope becomes inversely proportional
to the AFM coupling J2, which is the expected behavior.

C. Excitation spectrum

Besides the qualitative impact on the zero-field GS and the
anisotropic response in a magnetic field, the DM anisotropy
has also qualitative consequences in the magnon excitation
spectrum. To demonstrate this aspect we perform a linear
spin-wave expansion around the canted state of Eq. (9) with
φ = π/2. The details of this calculation are provided in
App. F. Here, we shall discuss the results in two separate
steps, focusing respectively on the influence of the DM com-
ponents along the a-axis and those along the b-axis. The DM
components along the c-axis can be disregarded as discussed
above. For comparison to experiments, the formulas given
below include the Zeeman contribution from an applied mag-
netic field along the c-axis. Finally, we shall also comment on
the influence of the interlayer coupling J⊥2.

1. Influence of d′a and d2a

Figure 4 (c) shows the dispersions of the six spin-wave
branches of the system along some representative symme-
try directions of the Brillouin zone (BZ) for J1 = J ′1, J2 =
0.73|J ′1|, and d′a = 0.15|J ′1|, with all other DM components
neglected. Comparing to the isotropic case of Fig. 4 (b), there
are two main effects driven by d′a. First, the line of zero modes
along the b-axis in momentum space is gapped out, which is a
direct consequence of the fact that the DM component d′a lifts
the non-trivial degeneracy of the GS manifold and selects the
coplanar canted state already at the classical level. The second
effect of d′a is that one of the two Goldstone modes at the Γ
point of Fig. 4 (b) acquires a finite spin gap ∆Γ,2. The other
mode, ∆Γ,1, remains gapless on account of the global SO(2)
continuous symmetry around the a-axis. This mode will be
eventually also gapped out by the remaining DM components
(see below) but also by the demagnetizing fields50 which be-
come relevant e.g. for H>Hc,2 when H‖c.

In the absence of d′b and d1b, the excitation structure at the Γ
point can be worked out analytically for the four modes ∆Γ,2,
∆Γ,3, ∆Γ,4 and ∆Γ,6, see App. F and Fig. 4 (c). The mode at
∆Γ,3 corresponds to an out-of-phase rotation of the two Cu2
spins of the unit cell, with

∆Γ,3 = 4S(−J ′1 cos θH + d′a sin θH) + gcµBH . (20)

This mode does not involve the Cu1 spins, which explains
why ∆Γ,3 does no depend on the Cu1-Cu1 couplings J1, J2,
and d2a. The modes at ∆Γ,2, ∆Γ,4 and ∆Γ,6, on the other
hand, involve only the Cu1 spins, and are given by the exact
expressions:
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∆2
Γ,2 = (d′a csc θH−d2a cot θH+hc cos θH)[2J2 sin2 θH+d′a csc θH−d2a(cot θH+sin(2θH))+hc cos θH ], (21)

∆2
Γ,4 = (−2J1+d′a csc θH−d2a cot θH+hc cos θH)[2J2 sin2 θH−2J1+d′a csc θH−d2a(cot θH+sin(2θH))+hc cos θH ], (22)

∆2
Γ,6 = [2J1−2J2+J2 sin2 θH−d′a csc θH+d2a(cot θH−sin(2θ)/2)+hc cos θH ]2−sin2 θH(J2 sin θH−d2a cos θH)2 , (23)

where we have defined hc ≡ gcµBH . We note that ∆Γ,2

does not depend on J1, because in the corresponding mode
spins that are coupled by J1 rotate in phase with each other,
see App. F. It is worth discussing the leading behavior of the
above expressions at zero field and for d′a, d2a � |J1|, J2:

∆Γ,2 '
√

2J2 sin θ(d′a−d2a cos θ), (24)

∆Γ,4 ' 2

√
−J1(−J1 + J2 sin2 θ), (25)

∆Γ,6 ' 2
√

(−J1 + J2)(−J1 + J2 cos2 θ) . (26)

The most striking feature of the above expression for ∆Γ,2 is
that it does not scale with d′a but with the geometric mean of
the AFM coupling J2 and the DM anisotropy, which is rem-
iniscent of the corresponding formula for the spin-wave gap
in uniaxial antiferromagnets51–53. As a result, the gap opening
can be much larger than anticipated based on the DM energy
scale alone.

2. Apparent g-factors in a magnetic field H ‖ c

As shown in App. F 3, the mode at ∆Γ,3 involves only the
Cu2 sites and so the Zeeman energy contribution to this mode
is gcµBH . By contrast, the modes at ∆Γ,2, ∆Γ,4 and ∆Γ,6

involve only the Cu1 spins, which are canted by an angle θH
from the direction of the field, and so the Zeeman contribution
to the energy of these modes is gµB cos θHH .However, one
should keep in mind that the angle θH changes with the field
too, so the behavior under a magnetic field is not given by the
simple Zeeman expressions, but is more involved (see above
expressions). For example, for the mode at ∆Γ,3, the apparent
slope is

gΓ,3

gc
=1+2 cos θ+

d2a−d′a cos θ

J2 sin3 θ+ 1
2d
′
a+ 1

4d2a[cos(3θ)−3 cos θ]
,

(27)
as can be found using (20) and Eq. (B3) for the leading field
dependence of θH .

3. Influence of d′b and d1b

To gauge how strong is the dependence of ∆Γ,1 on the DM
components along the b-axis, we perform a direct numerical
calculation of the spin-wave spectrum in the presence of finite
d′b and d1b (unfortunately, analytical results are not possible
for this case). Using typical numbers for the exchange and
DM couplings gives ∆Γ,1 < 1 K, which has the energy scale
of the demagnetizing field contributions to the gap. So, un-
like ∆Γ,2 which grows quickly with d′a and d2a, the first spin

gap ∆Γ,1 grows much more slowly with d′b and d1b. This is
consistent with the ESR data reported for the bromide com-
pound in Ref. [12], where the line assigned to the bulk (line
‘B’) shows no observable spin-wave gap.

Finally, we should emphasize one aspect of the spectrum
which remains robust even in the presence of all DM compo-
nents. Namely, that the six spin-wave modes pair up into three
spin-wave branches along the special directions k = (ka, π)
(line A-K1 in Fig. 4 (d)) and k=(π, kb) (line M1-K1). As we
show explicitly in App. F 1, this degeneracy stems from the
glide plane symmetries that involve non-primitive translations
along (a± b)/2, followed by a reflection in the ab-plane. As
discussed above, these symmetries remain unbroken even in
the presence of all DM couplings. A uniform magnetic field
in the ab-plane will break this symmetry. The same is actually
true for a field along the c-axis due to the finite off-diagonal
element a23 of the g-tensor of the Cu1 sites, see Sec. II C.

4. Influence of J⊥2

As discussed above, at zero-field the direction of the total
moment alternates between c and−c from one ab-layer to the
next, i.e., there is a doubling of the magnetic unit cell along the
crystallographic c-axis. This gives rise to an additional weak
dispersion of the six spin-wave branches along the c axis in
momentum space. This dispersion eventually disappears for
fields H‖c above the metamagnetic transition, where the total
moments of all kagome layers are aligned with each other.

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The canted order of the kagome francisites corresponds to
an unconventional ferrimagnetism. Conventional ferrimag-
nets are built by antiferromagnetically interacting nonequiva-
lent sublattices. The ferrimagnetic GS is a collinear state, and
the magnitude of the net magnetization is a simple fraction of
the saturated magnetization. This kind of ferrimagnetism is
often called Lieb-Mattis ferrimagnetism54–58. Francisites ex-
hibit a frustration-induced unconventional (non-Lieb-Mattis)
ferrimagnetism, where the GS is noncollinear and the net
magnetization is not a simple fraction of the saturated mag-
netization43,56.

The first main result of the present study is that this mag-
netism cannot be captured by isotropic Heisenberg interac-
tions alone in the case of the kagome francisites. While the
local canting of the moments can be ascribed to the frustrat-
ing AFM coupling J2, the question about long-range ordering
is much richer because of the kagome topology of the spin lat-
tice. Despite the fact that these systems are very close to the
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fully polarized state, the lattice topology gives rise to an in-
finite degeneracy of the classical ground state manifold with
a non-trivial structure that includes both coplanar and non-
coplanar states. Surprisingly, this degeneracy is only lifted by
non-linear 1/S spin-wave corrections and, although the se-
lected phase is most likely the uniform canted phase observed
experimentally, the stabilization energy associated with the
non-linear order-by-disorder process is only about 0.5% of the
dominant FM couplings, as shown by extensive CCM calcu-
lations. As a result these systems would fluctuate over an infi-
nite manifold of coplanar states and would not order down to
very low temperatures, which is at odds with the relatively
high TN ' 25 K. Including the microscopic DM interac-
tions resolves this puzzle and moreover explains all qualitative
properties of the kagome francisites, most notably the detailed
structure of the ground state and the anisotropic response in a
magnetic field.

Let us now juxtapose the main theoretical picture with the
experimental results reported so far. Experimentally, spins lie
in the bc plane with the net moment along the c direction.
DFT results suggest that this configuration is caused by d′a,
the leading a-component of the DM vector on the J ′1 bonds,
but this component leaves the freedom of rotating spins in the
bc plane and does not fix the direction of the net moment.
The alignment of the net moment with the c-axis is driven
by weaker DM components and is related to the out-of-plane
canting. This canting is qualitatively consistent with the ex-
periment, because Pregelj et al.13 use the Γ3 irreducible repre-
sentation, which indeed allows the canting of this type. How-
ever, they do not find any a-component of the magnetic mo-
ment in zero field, whereas at 1 T for H‖c, above the metam-
agnetic transition, the a-component is determined with a large
error bar, −0.2(1)µB .

In order to stabilize the out-of-plane canting and direct the
net moment along c, we have to assume that d′c � d′b, which
is at odds with the DFT result d′c ' d′b (Table I). Taking
d′c � d′b as an ad hoc assumption, we derive the magneti-
zation process for different field directions (Sec. IV B) and
achieve an excellent qualitative agreement with the experi-
ment. Magnetic field applied along c triggers a metamagnetic
transition, and a large net moment appears abruptly. When the
field is applied along other directions, no metamagnetic tran-
sition is observed. The system is gradually polarized, and the
slope for H‖b is much higher than for H‖a, see Fig. 6(d).
This perfectly matches experimental results13,15 that demon-
strate the abrupt increase in the magnetization for H‖c, a
gradual (and slower) increase for H‖b and an even slower
growth of the magnetization for H‖a. This pronounced mag-
netic anisotropy is well explained by the proposed arrange-
ment of the DM vectors.

It is now tempting to make a quantitative comparison be-
tween our DFT-based microscopic magnetic model and the
anisotropic magnetic response probed experimentally. In Ta-
ble III, we summarize key experimental quantities and their
predictions based on the DFT estimates of individual cou-
plings. We find very good agreement for the Curie-Weiss
temperature Θa for H ‖ a (this is the direction along which
the Curie-Weiss temperature depends very little on the DM

TABLE III. Experimental parameters for Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2Br
(Ref. 13) and their expected values based on DFT estimates of in-
dividual exchange couplings (Table I). Listed are: the Curie-Weiss
temperature Θa for H ‖ a (see App. D), the in-plane canting angle
in the bc plane θ, the out-of-plane canting angle for Cu1 spins γ1,
the slope of the magnetization curves κa and κc for H‖a and H‖c,
respectively, and the work (per site) Wb/N done by the field when
H‖b from H = 0 up to Hb,1 (see text). The latter corresponds to
the parameters of Fig. 6.

Θa θ γ1 κa κc Wb

(K) (deg) (deg) (µB /T) (µB /T) (µBT)
Experiment 60 51.6 0 0.066 0.0074 2.9

Theory 53 52.1 0.7 0.16 0.0060 0.2

anisotropy, see App. D), the canting angle θ, reasonable val-
ues for κc and γ1 (experimentally, γ1 = 0 in zero field and
γ1 = 11(6)◦ at 1 T), and a very poor match for κa and the
work Wb done by the field H ‖ b up to H = Hb,1. This
may reflect the fact that θ is largely dependent on the isotropic
couplings Ji, which are determined from DFT with the much
higher accuracy than the DM couplings that control the mag-
netic anisotropy. It would be natural to make a reverse proce-
dure and determine individual microscopic parameters from
the experimental quantities, but, unfortunately, the problem is
largely under-determined because of the large number of indi-
vidual DM parameters. Moreover, the experimental value of
γ1 is determined with a very low precision.

The analysis of magnetic excitations reveals even more
acute discrepancies between our model and the experiment.
Wang et al.14 report two magnetic modes around 14 K
(1.25 meV) in X=Br. Miller et al.15 observed a presumably
similar mode at 13.7 K (9.5 cm−1) and another one around
47 K (33.1 cm−1) in X=Cl. Therefore, the low-lying mode(s)
around 14 K seem to be generic for francisites, but they fail
to find any explanation in our model, because the energy of
the lowest mode ∆Γ,1 remains below 1 K for the parameter
regime considered, while ∆Γ,2 lies at a higher energy of about
29 K and might match the experimental mode at 47 K. Note
also that the modes at 14 and 47 K clearly have a different
origin because they show different evolution in the magnetic
field. The former mode yields geff ' 2.16 that would be typ-
ical for Cu2, whereas the five times lower slope15 of the 47 K
mode indicates the predominant contribution of Cu1.

Altogether, we are able to achieve a qualitative micro-
scopic description of francisites, but several quantitative fea-
tures point to a more complex nature. The deficiencies of our
model may be partly related to inaccuracies of DFT, especially
when weak DM couplings are considered, but we believe that
experimental uncertainties are substantial as well. Several ex-
perimental studies allude to a structural phase transition in
both Cl and Br compounds at 100-150 K,12,15 although the
detailed nature of these transitions has never been reported.
Their most tangible fingerprint is the non-linear shape of the
inverse susceptibility 1/χ above 100 K, i.e., in the temperature
range T > |Ji|, where the Curie-Weiss regime is generally ex-
pected12,15. According to Pregelj et al.13, the crystallographic
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symmetry of X=Br may be actually lower than Pmmn con-
sidered so far (and also used in the present study), but no con-
cluding information on the real symmetry is available. All
these uncertainties hinder the quantitative microscopic analy-
sis and restrict the scope of our model study to a qualitative
level.

The improvement of the microscopic magnetic model for
francisites requires further experimental input, especially re-
garding the true crystallographic symmetry and the nature
of the putative transitions at 100 − 150 K. Connections to
other ferromagnetic kagome materials can be interesting as
well. For example, kapellasite36 also exhibits ferromagnetic
nearest-neighbor couplings on the kagome lattice and, addi-
tionally, frustrating second-neighbor AFM couplings. This
compound lacks long-range magnetic order down to very
low temperatures, which is reminiscent of the large classical
degeneracy in the isotropic version of the francisite model.
Although kapellasite features a different topology of AFM
second-neighbor couplings J2, francisite-like materials with-
out the DM anisotropy will be definitely very interesting and
have a high potential to exhibit fragile ordered states or even

magnetic disorder.
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Appendix A: Out-of-plane canting driven by d′b and d1b

Here we provide the self-consistent equations that deter-
mine the parameters γ1, γ2, and θ of the non-coplanar ansatz
of Eq. (13). Experimentally13,15, the total moment of fran-
cisites points along the c-axis, which indicates that the DM
components along the c axis do not play any role. So we may
replace φ = π/2, and d1c = d′c = d2c = 0:

E
NucS2

= 2J1[cos(2γ1) + cos(2γ3)] + 4J2[cos γ1 cos γ3 cos(2θ)− sin γ1 sin γ3] + 4d2a cos γ1 cos γ3 sin(2θ)

+ 4(cos γ1 + cos γ3)(J ′1 cos θ − d′a sin θ) + 4d′b(sin γ1 − sin γ3)− 2d1b cos θ [sin(2γ1)− sin(2γ3)] , (A1)

where Nuc = N/6 is the number of unit cells. Minimizing with respect to θ, γ1 and γ3, respectively, gives:

4 cos γ1 cos γ3[J2 sin(2θ)−d2a cos(2θ)]+2(cos γ1+cos γ3)(J ′1 sin θ+d′a cos θ)−d1b sin θ[sin(2γ1)−sin(2γ3)] = 0, (A2)
J1 sin(2γ1)+J2[sin γ1 cos γ3 cos(2θ)+cos γ1 sin γ3]+sin γ1(J ′1 cos θ−d′a sin θ)−d′b cos γ1+d1b cos θ cos(2γ1)

+ d2a sin γ1 cos γ3 sin(2θ) = 0 , (A3)
J1 sin(2γ3)+J2[cos γ1 sin γ3 cos(2θ)+sin γ1 cos γ3]+sin γ3(J ′1 cos θ−d′a sin θ)+d′b cos γ3−d1b cos θ cos(2γ3)

+ d2a cos γ1 sin γ3 sin(2θ) = 0 . (A4)

Note that (A3)-(A4) map to each other under γ1 → −γ3,
meaning that the solution satisfies the relation γ1 = −γ3, in
agreement with the insights based on Eq. (12) above. Then, to
leading order in γ1,3, (A2) and (A3) give

J2 sin(2θ)+(J ′1−d1bγ1) sin θ+d′a cos θ−d2a cos(2θ)=0,(A5)

γ1 =
d′b − d1b cos θ

2J1−2J2 sin2 θ+J ′1 cos θ−d′a sin θ+d2a sin(2θ)
. (A6)

Since |d1bγ1| � |J ′1|, (A5) reduces to (11), i.e., θ is unaf-
fected by d′b and d1b, to leading order. Finally, A6) can be
simplified to Eq. (14) of the main text.

Appendix B: Low-field magnetization process for H‖c

Our aim here is to derive an expression for the slope of the
low-field magnetization process along c, above the metamag-
netic transition field Hc,1. As shown in App. A, the angle θ is

unaffected by the DM components d1b and d′b to lowest order,
so we shall neglect these components here. We shall also ne-
glect the anisotropy of the g-tensor as well as its inequivalence
between Cu1 and Cu2 sites.

For H ‖ c, the classical GS is the canted phase of Eq. (9),
but now the angle θ is not given by Eq. (11), since it is now
also influenced by the magnetic field. To avoid confusion we
rename θ → θH and reserve the symbol θ for the zero-field
value of the canting angle. Adding the Zeeman enegy EZ in
Eq. (10) gives
E + EZ
Nuc

= 4[J1 + J2 cos(2θH) + 2J ′1 cos θH − 2d′a sin θH

+ d2a sin(2θH)]S2 − 2gµBHS sinφ(1 + 2 cos θH) . (B1)

Minimizing with respect to φ and θH gives, respectively, φ =
π/2, and

J2 sin(2θH)+(J ′1−
gµBH

2S
) sin θH+d′a cos θH−d2a cos(2θH)=0 ,

(B2)

http://www-e.uni-magdeburg.de/jschulen/ccm/
http://www-e.uni-magdeburg.de/jschulen/ccm/
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which reduces to Eq. (11) for H = 0. Writing θH = θ − δθ,
and expanding (B2) to linear order in δθ and gµBH/J ′1 gives

δθ =
gµBH/(2S sin θ)

2J2 + [d′a − d2a cos θ(1 + 2 sin2 θ)]/ sin3 θ
, (B3)

which in turn gives the slope κc = Mc(H)−Mc(0)
H of the mag-

netization per site (for small fields):

κc =
2

3
gµBS

cos θH − cos θ

H
=

2

3
gµBS sin θ

δθ

H
, (B4)

which, in turn, leads to Eq. (19) of the main text.

Appendix C: Low-field magnetization process for H‖a

Here we discuss the low-field magnetization process for
H ‖ a. Again, we neglect the DM components d′b and d1b.
Equivalently, we assume that the field is such that the out-of-
plane canting driven by d′b and d1b is infinitesimal compared
to that driven by the field. Starting from the zero-field GS
of Eq. (9) with the global angle φ = π/2, we can describe
the field-induced out-of-plane canting by the classical ansatz
given in Eq. (15) of the main text. The total energy per unit
cell, including the Zeeman energy EZ , is given by

E+EZ
Nuc

=4
[
J1+J2

(
cos2 β1 cos(2θH)+sin2 β1

)
+2J ′1(sinβ1 sinβ5+cosβ1 cosβ5 cos θH)

−2d′a cosβ1 cosβ5 sin θH + d2a cos2 β1 sin(2θH)
]
S2 − gµBHS (4 sinβ1 + 2 sinβ5) . (C1)

Minimizing with respect to θH , β1 and β5, respectively, gives the set of equations

J2 cosβ1 sin(2θH) + cosβ5 (J ′1 sin θH + d′a cos θH)− d2a cosβ1 cos(2θH) = 0 , (C2)
J2 sin(2β1) sin2 θH + J ′1 (cosβ1 sinβ5 − sinβ1 cosβ5 cos θH)

+ d′a sinβ1 cosβ5 sin θH −
1

2
d2a sin(2β1) sin(2θH) =

gµBH

2S
cosβ1, (C3)

J ′1 (sinβ1 cosβ5 − cosβ1 sinβ5 cos θH) + d′a cosβ1 sinβ5 sin θH =
gµBH

4S
cosβ5. (C4)

Writing again θH = θ+δθ and expanding to linear order in
δθ as well as in β1 and β5, we find that (C2) reduces to (11),
i.e., the in-plane canting angle remains equal to the zero-field
angle θ for small enough fields. Expanding the remaining two
equations, (C3) and (C4), leads to two coupled equations for
β1 and β5 which, in conjunction with (11), lead to:

β1 = cot θ
gµBH

2S

J ′1(1 + 2 cos θ)− 2d′a sin θ

2d′a(J ′1 + d2a sin θ)− 2J ′1d2a cos θ
,

β5 =
gµBH

4S

J ′1(csc θ + 2 cot θ) + d2a

d′a(J ′1 + d2a sin θ)− J ′1d2a cos θ
. (C5)

The slope κa of the magnetization per site for low fields is
then given by κa = Ma(H)/H = gµBS(4β1 + 2β5)/(6H),
which, in turn, leads to Eq. (16) of the main text.

Appendix D: High-T behavior of local susceptibilities for H ‖ a

Here we discuss the influence of the DM anisotropy on the
high-T behavior of the local susceptibilities in the classical
limit. To keep things as simple as possible we shall only in-
clude the DM components d′a and d2a, and shall disregard
the off-diagonal elements of the g-tensors of the Cu1 sites.
By symmetry then, the local moments satisfy the relations
m1,2≡χ1 ·H, m3,4≡χ3 ·H, and m5,6≡χ5 ·H, where χ1,
χ3, and χ5 are the local susceptibility tensors. Let us sup-
pose that the applied field is aligned with one of the crystallo-
graphic axes, H ‖ n. The single-site mean-field Hamiltonian

reads

HMF = −gnµB
∑
r

H·Sr, Hr = H− 1

gnµB

∑
r′

∆r,r′ ·〈Sr′〉 ,

(D1)
where the second-rank tensors ∆r,r′ include the isotropic
Heisenberg exchange as well as the anisotropic DM interac-
tions. Within this mean-field approximation, the local mag-
netizations can be found self-consistently from Curie’s law
mr = gnµB〈Sr〉 = C

T Hr, where C = (gµB)2

3kB
S(S + 1), and

S=1/2. This gives:

(t+ 2J1)m1 + 2(J2 − d2aa×)m3 + 2(J ′1 + d′aa×)m5 = h

2(J2 + d2aa×)m1 + (t+ 2J1)m3 + 2(J ′1 − d′aa×)m5 = h

2(J ′1 − d′aa×)m1 + 2(J ′1 + d′aa×)m3 + tm5 = h

where t≡(gµB)2T/C and h≡(gµB)2H.
Let us take for example the simplest possible case of H‖a.

Here, by symmetry m1−4 =χaa1 Ha and m5,6 =χaa5 Ha, and
the above equations lead to

χaa1 = (gaµB)2 (t− 2J ′1)

t(t+ 2J1 + 2J2)− 8J ′21
,

χaa5 = (gaµB)2 (t+ 2J1 + 2J2 − 4J ′1)

t(t+ 2J1 + 2J2)− 8J ′21
, (D2)

and the total susceptibility per site χaa= 1
3 (2χaa1 + χaa5 ) is

χaa = (gaµB)2 t+ 2
3 (J1 + J2)− 8

3J
′
1

t(t+ 2J1 + 2J2)− 8J ′21
, (D3)
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or equivalently

1

χaa
=
T −Θa

C
− γ

T −Θ′a
(D4)

where Θa = −(J1 + J2 + 2J ′1)/3, Θ′a = (4J ′1 − J1 − J2)/6,
and γC = ΘaΘ′a + J ′21 /2. While Eq. (D4) has the typical hy-
perbolic form for ferrimagnets59, it reduces to the well-known
Curie-Weiss from for ferromagnets, by noting that Θ′a turns
out to be negative and of the order of −20 K. As a result, the
second term of Eq. (D4) is very small for T > Θa and can
thus be disregarded for all practical purposes. We should also
note that the response for H ‖ a does not depend on the DM
components d′a and d2a.

Appendix E: Linear spin-wave theory around any coplanar GS
of the isotropic model

Hamiltonian and local frames — Here we provide the de-
tails of the linear spin wave expansion around the coplanar
states of the isotropic Hamiltonian. Using the Bravais lattice
of the isotropic model (see Fig. 3), the total Hamiltonian can
be written as

Hiso =
∑
L

J1

(
SL,1 · SL,2 + SL+t3,2 · SL+t2,1

)
+J ′1SL,3 ·

(
SL,1 + SL,2 + SL+t3,2 + SL+t2,1

)
+J2

(
SL,1 · SL+t3,2 + SL,2 · SL+t2,1

)
, (E1)

where L = na + mt2 labels the position of the unit cell,
t2 = (a + b)/2, and t3 = t2 − a. Choosing the xz-plane
as the global spin plane of the coplanar states we write [see
Eq. (7)]:

Sclas
L,α = cosφα,mz + sinφα,mx,

φ1,m=φ2,m=φ0+2θ

m−1∑
j=0

qj ,

φ3,m=φ1,m+qmθ , qj=±1 , (E2)

where φ0 is arbitrary and the canting angle θ is given by
Eq. (6). Now, for each site of the lattice (L, α) → r we de-
fine a local coordinate system defined by three unit vectors ur,
vr = y, and wr = ur × vr, where the latter points along the
direction of the spins in the classical state:

wr =Sclas
r /S, ur =vr×wr =cosφα,mx−sin θα,mz. (E3)

Finally, we introduce the local exchange field exerted on site
r via Br = −

∑
r′ Jr,r′S

clas
r′ , which enters the classical GS

energy Eclas = 1
2

∑
r,r′ Jr,r′S

clas
r · Sclas

r′ =−S2
∑

rBr.
Holstein-Primakoff transformation — Next, we rewrite the

spin operators as

Sr = (Sr · ur) ur + (Sr · vr) vr + (Sr ·wr) wr

= Sur ur + Svr vr + Swr wr , (E4)

and we introduce bosonic operators {ar} via the Holstein-
Primakoff transformation:

Sur '
√
S√
2

(ar+a+
r ), Svr '−i

√
S√
2

(ar−a+
r ), Swr =S−nr,

(E5)
where nr≡a+

r ar. Any isotropic term in the Hamiltonian takes
the following form

Sr ·Sr′ =S2wr ·wr′ +
S3/2

√
2

[
ur ·wr′(ar+a+

r )+wr ·ur′(ar′ +a
+
r′)
]

+
S

2

[
ur ·ur′(ar+a+

r )(ar′ +a
+
r′)−vr ·vr′(ar−a+

r )(ar′−a+
r′)

− 2wr ·wr′(nr+nr′)
]
+O(

√
S) . (E6)

The constant terms, which scale with S2, give the classical GS
energy Eclas. The one-magnon terms vanish since we expand
around the classical minimum, and the quadratic terms, which
scale with S, give:

H2−magn =
1

2

S

2

∑
r,r′

[
Jr,r′ur ·ur′(ar+a+

r )(ar′ +a
+
r′)

−Jr,r′vr ·vr′(ar−a+
r )(ar′−a+

r′)−2Jr,r′wr ·wr′(nr+nr′)
]
.

Defining

W
(1,2)
r,r′ ≡J

uu
r,r′ ∓ Jvvr,r′ , Juur,r′≡Jr,r′ur·ur′ , J

vv
r,r′≡Jr,r′vr·vr′ ,

(E7)
gives

Hiso ' S(S+1)
Eclas

S2
+
S

4

∑
r,r′

[
W

(1)
r,r′arar′ +W

(2)
r,r′ara

+
r′ +h.c.

]
+

1

2

∑
r

Br

(
a+
r ar+ara

+
r

)
+O(

√
S) . (E8)

Let us write down explicitly the parameters Br and W (1,2)
r,r′

for all coplanar states. We find BL,α = BαwL,α, α = 1-3,
with

B1 =B2 =

{
−2S(J1 + J2 + J ′1), if 0<J2< |J ′1|/2
2S(J2 − J1), if J2> |J ′1|/2

,

B3 =−4SJ ′1 cos θ=

{
−4SJ ′1, if 0<J2< |J ′1|/2
+2SJ ′21 /J2, if J2> |J ′1|/2

,

W
(1,2)
L,1,L+t3,2

= W
(1,2)
L,2,L+t2,1

= J2 (cos(2θ)∓ 1) ,

W
(1,2)
L,3,L,1 = W

(1,2)
L,3,L,2 = W

(1,2)
L,3,L+t2,1

= W
(1,2)
L,3,L+t3,2

= J ′1 (cos θ ∓ 1) ,

W
(1,2)
L,1,L,2 = W

(1,2)
L+t3,2,L+t2,1

= (1∓ 1)J1 .

At this point we see that none of the parameters that enter in
(E8) depend on the constants qm and φ0 [see Eq. (E2)], i.e.,
the quadratic spin wave spectrum and the corresponding zero-
point energies are identical for all coplanar states.
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Final quadratic form in momentum space — Using ak,j =
1√
N/3

∑
L e

ik·LaL,j , and defining

f(k)=J2 cos2 θ(eik·t3 + e−ik·t2) + J1(1 + e−ik·t1),

g(k)=−J2 sin2 θ(eik·t3 +e−ik·t2) ,

h(k)=−J ′1 sin2 θ

2
(1+eik·t2), p(k)=−J ′1 sin2 θ

2
(1+eik·t3) ,

q(k)=J ′1 cos2 θ

2
(1+eik·t2), r(k)=J ′1 cos2 θ

2
(1+eik·t3) ,

we may group all terms in a matrix form

Hiso =S(S+1)
Eclass

S2
+

1

2

∑
k

A+
k ·Mk ·Ak+O(

√
S) , (E9)

with A+
k =

(
a+
k,1, a

+
k,2, a

+
k,3, a−k,1, a−k,2, a−k,3

)
, and

Mk =S



B1/S f(k) q(−k) 0 g(k) h(−k)

f(−k) B1/S r(−k) g(−k) 0 p(−k)

q(k) r(k) B3/S h(k) p(k) 0

0 g(k) h(−k) B1/S f(k) q(−k)

g(−k) 0 p(−k) f(−k) B1/S r(−k)

h(k) p(k) 0 q(k) r(k) B3/S



.

(E10)
We next define the commutator matrix g = Ak ·A†k −(

(A†k)T ·AT
k

)T
=

(
1l3 0

0 −1l3

)
, where 1l3 stands for the

identity 3×3 matrix, and perform a Bogoliubov transforma-
tion60,61 Ak =Sk·Ãk, which must conserve the commutation
relations g̃ = g, and at the same time diagonalize the Hamil-
tonian, namely

Hiso =S(S+1)
Eclass

S2
+

1

2

∑
k

Ã†k ·(S
†
kMkSk)·Ãk+O(

√
S)

= S(S+1)
Eclass

S2
+

1

2

∑
k

Ã†k ·ΩMk
·Ãk+O(

√
S),(E11)

where ΩMk
is diagonal and can be found from the eigenvalue

equation (gMk) ·Sk = Sk · (gΩMk
) ≡ Sk ·ΩgMk

. Denoting

the eigenvalues of ΩMk
by ω1−3(k), we finally get

Hiso = S(S+1)
Eclass

S2
+
∑
k,α

ωα(k)

(
ã+
k,αãk,α +

1

2

)
+O(
√
S) .

(E12)
The dispersions of the three spin-wave branches are shown
in Fig. 4(a). The GS of the quadratic Hamiltonian is the
vacuum of the bosonic operators ãk,1, ãk,2, ãk,3, and so the
quadratic zero-point energy correction is given by δE(2) =
1
2

∑
k,α ωα(k), and can be found by a numerical integration

over the BZ of the isotropic model. The results are shown in
Fig. 5 (b). As expected, there are no quantum corrections for
J2 ≤ 0.5|J1|, where the GS is the fully polarized state, while
for J2>0.5|J1|, the zero-point energy increases by increasing
the frustrating coupling J2.

Appendix F: Linear spin-wave theory around the canted phase
in the presence of DM anisotropies

Here we include the DM anisotropy on all bonds, and per-
form the corresponding semiclassical expansion around the
canted phase of (13), where the parameters γ1 = −γ3 and θ
are given by Eq. (A2-A3). To this end we must now use the
actual symmetry of the crystal and denote the spin sites by
r → (R, α), with α = 1-6 (see Fig. 3). This means that
we now have six bosons per unit cell. The local coordinate
frames are chosen so that wR,α = SR,α/S, as given by (13),
vR,α=a, and uR,α=a×wR,α.

Due to the DM anisotropy, the interaction terms in the spin
Hamiltonian are of the form Sr ·Γr,r′ ·Sr′ , where Γr,r′ is a
tensor. For the isotropic exchange couplings Γαβr,r′ =Jr,r′δαβ ,
while for the DM couplings Γαβr,r′ = εαβγD

γ
r,r′ . Following the

same steps as above, the quadratic bosonic Hamiltonian takes
the form (E8), but now the coefficients W (1,2)

r,r′ generalize to

W
(1,2)
r,r′ ≡ Γuur,r′ ∓ iΓuvr,r′ − iΓvur,r′ ∓ Γvvr,r′ ,

Γuur,r′ ≡ ur · Γr,r′ · ur′ , Γuvr,r′ ≡ ur · Γr,r′ · vr′ , etc. (F1)

Compared to (E7), we now have finite contributions from the
coefficients Γuvr,r′ and Γvur,r′ , because the local axes ur are not
any longer perpendicular to vr = a, due to the out-of-plane
canting which, in turn, is generated by d′b and d1b. The pa-
rameters BR,j = Bj and W±R,j,R+γ,j′ are given by:
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B1−4/(2S)=sin γ1[−d′b+(J1−J2) sin γ1]+cos γ1[− cos θ(J ′1−2d1b sin γ1)+d′a sin θ]−cos2 γ1[J1+J2 cos(2θ)+d2a sin(2θ)],

B5−6/(4S)=(−J ′1 cos θ+d′a sin θ) cos γ1−d′b sin γ1,

W
(1)
R,1,R,2 = W

(1)
R,3,R,4 = −J1 sin2 γ1 ≡ 2q1,

W
(2)
R,1,R,2 = W

(2)
R,3,R,4 = J1(1 + cos2 γ1) + 2id1b cos γ1 sin θ ≡ 2q2,

W
(1)
R,1,R−a,4 = W

(1)
R,2,R,3 = −J2 + cos2 γ1[J2 cos(2θ) + d2a sin(2θ)] ≡ 2f1,

W
(2)
R,1,R−a,4 = W

(2)
R,2,R,3 = J2 + cos2 γ1[J2 cos(2θ) + d2a sin(2θ] ≡ 2f2,

W
(1)
R,5,R,1 = W

(1)
R,5,R,3 = −J ′1 + cos γ1[J ′1 cos θ − d′a sin θ + id′b sin θ] ≡ 2g1,

W
(2)
R,5,R,1 = W

(2)
R,5,R,3 = J ′1 + cos γ1[J ′1 cos θ − d′a sin θ + id′b sin θ] ≡ 2g2,

W
(1)
R,5,R,2 = W

(1)
R,5,R,4 = 2g∗1 , W

(2)
R,5,R,2 = W

(2)
R,5,R,4 = 2g∗2 .

With ak,α = 1√
N/6

∑
R e

ik·RaR,α, and collecting all terms leads again to the compact matrix form of (E9), where

A+
k =

(
a+
k,1, a

+
k,2, a

+
k,3, a

+
k,4, a

+
k,5, a

+
k,6, a−k,1, a−k,2, a−k,3, a−k,4, a−k,5, a−k,6

)
,

Mk

S
=



B1/S q2l
∗
a 0 h∗2e

−ika g∗2 g∗2e
−ikab 0 q1l

∗
a 0 h∗1e

−ika g1 g1e
−ikab

q∗2 la B1/S h2(−k) 0 g2 g2e
−ikb q1la 0 h∗1 0 g∗1 g∗1e

−ikb

0 h2 B1/S q2l
∗
a g∗2 g∗2 0 h1 0 q1l

∗
a g1 g1

h2e
ika 0 q∗2 la B1/S g2e

ika g2 h1e
ika 0 q1la 0 g∗1e

ika g∗1

g2 g∗2 g2 g∗2e
−ika B5/S 0 g1 g∗1 g1 g∗1e

−ika 0 0

g2e
ikab g∗2e

ikb g2 g∗2 0 B5/S g1e
ikab g∗1e

ikb g1 g∗1 0 0

0 q1l
∗
a 0 h∗1e

−ika g∗1 g∗1e
−ikab B1/S q∗2 l

∗
a 0 h∗2e

−ika g2 g2e
−ikab

q1la 0 h∗1 0 g1 g1e
−ikb q2la B1/S h∗2 0 g∗2 g∗2e

−ikb

0 h1 0 q1l
∗
a g∗1 g∗1 0 h2 B1/S q∗2 l

∗
a g2 g2

h1e
ika 0 q1la 0 g1e

ika g1 h2e
ika 0 q2la B1/S g∗2e

ika g∗2

g∗1 g1 g∗1 g1e
−ika 0 0 g∗2 g2 g∗2 g2e

−ika B5/S 0

g∗1e
ikab g1e

ikb g∗1 g1 0 0 g∗2e
ikab g2e

ikb g∗2 g2 0 B5/S



where we have defined ka ≡ k · a, kb ≡ k · b, kab≡ka + kb,
la ≡ 1 + eika , and h1,2(k) ≡ f1,2(1 + eikb). A Bogoliubov
transformation leads again to the diagonal form (E12), with
the difference that we now have six spin-wave branches in-
stead of three. The dispersions of these branches are shown in
Fig. 4(b) for d′a = d2a = 0 and in Fig. 4(c) for d′a = 0.15|J1|
and d2a=0.

1. Special directions in momentum space due to glide planes

As we discussed in the main text, in the presence of all
DM couplings the GS preserves the glide plane operations
that involve non-primitive translations along the diagonal di-
rections of the lattice, (a ± b)/2, followed by a reflection in
the ab-plane. Here we shall discuss the consequences of this
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symmetry in the excitation spectrum along the special lines
k=(ka, π) and (π, kb). Let us denote by G the glide plane in-
volving the translation by (−a + b)/2. Applying for example
this operation to the spin operator SR,1 gives

G · SR,1 = −SaR−a,3a− SbR−a,3b + ScR−a,3c

⇒ G · Sk,1 = e−ik·a
(
−Sak,3a− Sbk,3b + Sck,3c

)
. (F2)

Using the Holstein-Primakoff transformation and the relations
between the local axes wR,α for different α, we arrive at

G · a+
k,1 = −e−ik·a a+

k,3, G · a
+
k,2 = −e−ik·a a+

k,4,

G · a+
k,3 = −e+ik·b a+

k,1, G · a
+
k,4 = −e+ik·b a+

k,2, (F3)

G · a+
k,5 = −e−ik·a a+

k,6, G · a
+
k,6 = −e+ik·b a+

k,5.

The matrix Mk is invariant under this transformation for the
special lines k = (ka, π) and (π, kb), which explains why the
six spin-wave branches organize into three doubly-degenerate
branches along these special lines.

2. Field dependence for H ‖ c

For comparison to experiments, we also examine the influ-
ence of a magnetic field H along the c-axis. To keep things
simple, we shall disregard the weak DM components along
the b-axis, d′b and d1b, and we shall also assume that the c-
axis is a principal axis for the Cu1 sites too, with spectroscopic
factor gc. The linear spin-wave theory proceeds as above, but
i) we must replace everywhere θ → θH , because we expand
around the classical canted state of App. B, and ii) we must

add the contribution from the Zeeman energy:

HZ = −gcµBH
∑
R,α

SR,α · c

= −gµBH
∑
R,α

(
SuR,αuR,α · c + SwR,αwR,α · c

)
. (F4)

Collecting the quadratic terms from the Holstein-Primakoff
transformation gives, in momentum space:

H(2)
Z =gcµBH

∑
k

{
(nk,1+nk,2+nk,3+nk,4) cos θH

+(nk,5+nk,6)
}
. (F5)

So the final form of the quadratic boson Hamiltonian is
the same as before but with the replacements B1 → B1 +
gcµBH cos θH and B5→B5+gcµBH .

3. Excitation energies at the Γ-point with H ‖ c

In the following we shall extract a number of analytical ex-
pressions for the special case of d′b = d1b = 0, in the presence
of a fieldH along the c-axis. We first discuss the modes at the
Γ-point. As discussed in the main text, the isotropic spectrum
shown in Fig. 4(b) features two Golstone modes, on account
of the higher symmetry in the absence of any anisotropy. The
spectra of Fig. 4(c) show that a finite d′a gives rise to a finite
spin-gap for one of the two Goldstone modes. It turns out that
the eigenvector and the corresponding eigenvalue ∆Γ,2 of gM
corresponding to this k=0 mode is given by

vΓ,2 =
1

2

(
cosu2, cosu2,− cosu2,− cosu2, 0, 0,− sinu2,− sinu2, sinu2, sinu2, 0, 0

)
,

∆Γ,2 = 2S
[
(1− tanu2) sin θH(J2 sin θH − d2a cos θH) + d′a csc θH − d2a cot θH

]
+ gcµB cos θHH , (F6)

sin(2u2) =
sin θH(J2 sin θH − d2a cos θH)

J2 sin2 θH + d′a csc θH − d2a cos θH(csc θH + sin θH) + gcµBH cos θH
.

This mode describes an AFM canting mode of the Cu1 spins,
where SR,1 and SR,3 rotate in phase with SR,2 and SR,4, re-
spectively, SR,1−2 rotate in opposite directions from SR,3−4,
while the directions of the Cu2 spins remain unaffected. This
explains why ∆Γ,2 does not depend on J1.

Turning to the third mode, its energy ∆Γ,3 is given in
Eq. (20) and reads

vΓ,3 = (0, 0, 0, 0,
1√
2
,− 1√

2
, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (F7)

which describes an out-of-phase rotation of the two Cu2 sites,
without rotating the Cu1 sites. This explains why ∆Γ,3 does
not depend on the Cu1-Cu1 couplings J2, J1, and d2a.

For the fourth and sixth modes, the eigenvectors and
eigenenergies read
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vΓ,4 =
1

2
(− cosu4, cosu4,− cosu4, cosu4, 0, 0, sinu4,− sinu4, sinu4,− sinu4, 0, 0) ,

∆Γ,4 = 2S
[
− 2J1 + (1− tanu4) sin θH(J2 sin θH − d2a cos θH) + d′a csc θH − d2a cot θH

]
+ gcµB cos θHH ,

sin(2u4) =
sin θH(J2 sin θH − d2a cos θH)

−2J1 + J2 sin2 θH + d′a csc θH − d2a cos θH(sin θH + csc θH) + gcµBH cos θH

vΓ,6 =
1

2
(cosu6,− cosu6,− cosu6, cosu6, 0, 0, sinu6,− sinu6,− sinu6, sinu6, 0, 0) ,

∆Γ,6 = 2S
[
− 2J1 + 2J2 − (1 + tanu6) sin θH(J2 sin θH − d2a cos θH)− d2a cot θ + d′a csc θH

]
+ gcµB cos θHH ,

sin(2u6) =
sin θH(J2 sin θH − d2a cos θH)

−2J1 + J2(1 + cos2 θH) + d′a csc θH + d2a cos θH(sin θH − csc θH) + gcµB cos θHH
. (F8)

The fourth mode describes an out-of-plane canting of the Cu1
spins, SR,1−3 rotate in phase with SR,2−4, while the direc-
tions of the Cu2 spins remain unaffected. This mode is then
energetically favored by d′b and d1b, because they give rise to
the same relative signs in the out-of-plane canting angles. The
sixth mode is similar to vΓ,4, but now SR,1−4 rotate in phase
with SR,2−3, which is energetically favored by d′c and d1c.

4. Lowest excitation gap at the k=(0, π) point

As shown in Fig. 4 (c), at k = (0, π) (point A in Fig. 4 d)
there are two low-lying modes that are degenerate, due to the
glide planes discussed above. Their excitation energy, ∆A,1,
vanishes in the isotropic limit d′a = d2a = 0, as shown in

Fig. 4 (b). The two modes correspond to the eigenvectors (re-
lated to each other via the glide transformation of Eq. (F3)):

vA,1 = (z1, z1, 0, 0, z5,−z5,−z7,−z7, 0, 0,−z11, z11),

vA,2 = (0, 0,−z1,−z1,−z5,−z5, 0, 0, z7, z7, z11, z11),

where the constants z1, z5, z7 and z11 can be numerically de-
termined in terms of the microscopic parameters of the model.
The gap ∆A,1 can be found using the following equations:

∆2
A,1 = 2S

(
c2 −

√
c22 + 16c0

)
/8, (F9)

where

c0
sin2(2θH)

J ′1 cos θH − d′a sin θH
= J ′1

{
4d2ad

′
a(7 + cos(4θH))− d′2a [cos(3θH) + cos(5θH) + 14 cos θH ]− 16d2

2a cos θH

}
+ J ′21

{
4d′a[3 sin θH − sin(3θH)] + 2d2a[sin(4θH)− 2 sin(2θH)]

}
+ d′3a [2 sin θH + 3 sin(3θH) + sin(5θH)]− 2d′2a d2a[6 sin(2θH) + sin(4θH)] + 16d′ad

2
2a sin θH ,

c2 = J ′21 (16 cos2 θH + 8 cos θH + sec2 θH)− 4J ′1d
′
a[csc(2θH) + 2 sin θH + 4 sin(2θH)] + J ′1d2a[4 sec θH csc(2θH)]

+d′2a (16 sin2 θH + csc2 θH)− 4d′ad2a csc θH csc(2θH) + 4d2
2a csc2(2θH) .

In the limit of d2a = 0 and d′a � J ′1, ∆A,1 is given by

∆A,1 ' 4S

√
−J ′1d′a tan θH√

8 cos θH + 16 cos2 θH + sec2 θH
. (F10)

In analogy to ∆Γ,2, this mode scales with the geometric mean
of the DM anisotropy and the corresponding exchange energy.
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